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BY MICHAEL SPRINGERThe best saws combine speed,             visibility, and a guard that opens in any cutting position

Sidewinder  Circular Saws
T

he circular saw is arguably the most common power tool 
on a builder’s or remodeler’s site, and it probably endures 
more trigger time than most other tools. For a light-
weight, well-balanced saw that’s easy to use with one hand 

and that offers the best cutting accuracy, nothing beats a sidewinder 
saw. This statement isn’t intended to fuel the East vs. West rivalry 
 between sidewinders (perpendicular-motor, direct-drive circular 
saws) and worm drives (inline-motor, gear-driven circular saws); 
rather, it’s based merely on my experience over the years. I have found 
sidewinders more manageable and better suited to my style of cutting.

I tested 14 saws for this review, opting to include the top-of-the-line 
model(s) from each brand. As a user who appreciates moving fast 
with a saw, I ordered versions with blade brakes when available. The 
saws are standard 71⁄4-in.-blade framing saws, with the exception of a 
lone 61⁄2-in. model designed to compete in the same market.

Street prices for these tools vary from about $70 to more than $170, 
but for a tool that will be as close a companion as a circular saw, con-
sider spending the dough for one of the best and most comfortable 
models. Skimping a few hours’ pay here won’t be worth the savings 
over the life of the tool.

After outfitting each tool with a new Irwin Marathon blade to elim-
inate any differences in stock blades, I put the saws through a battery 
of tests to determine relative power, to measure cutline accuracy, 
and to assess the retraction of blade guards in various cutting 
scenarios. I also evaluated each saw’s general build quality, ease 
of adjustments, convenience of features, and feel. 

Michael Springer is a tool tester and tool-industry  
writer in Boulder County, Colo. Photos by  
Rodney Diaz, except where noted.

TOP PERFORMANCE FEATURES

CuTline indiCaTors
Whether you cut right to your V-mark to save a step (as I do) or draw a line 

across the lumber first, you need the cutline-marking notches on the baseplate of 
your saw to be dead-on with the blade kerf for both 90° and 45° cuts. A good indicator 

 accurately delineates both sides of the kerf so you can cut to either the right or left side 
of the line. An oversize (wider than the kerf of the blade) or misaligned indicator needs to 

be supplemented with a mark from a scratch awl or fine-point permanent marker.

Circular saws are relatively  
uncomplicated power tools, and in  addition 

to cutting power, top performance boils down to 
whether a saw has effective features. Ample  motors and 

drive trains aside, the following are the key factors for quick and 
accurate sawing productivity.

noT so goodgood
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TOP PERFORMANCE FEATURES continued

SEVEN SAWS WORTH CONSIDERING

dEWalT dW369CsK   
Price: $135    Weight: 10.7 lb.

FeaTures Cutline markers are good at both 90° and 45° cutting 
angles, and the blade guard operates smoothly at all angles. Bevel 
angles are set with a short steel lever, and the 56° scale has 
engraved numbers marked at every degree, with spring-loaded 
 detents that lock in solidly at 22.5° and 45°. The plastic composite 
baseplate is stiff and durable, and visibility to the blade is clear. The 
offset distances from the left and right edges of the baseplate to the 
blade are convenient measurements of 5 in. and 11⁄2 in., respectively. 
The trigger has a nice low-profile feel, and despite being just a little 
on the slick side, the rear grip is also comfortable. A low-mounted 
front handle adds greatly to the saw’s balanced, stable feel.

FlaWs This saw has a little more flex in the baseplate than some 
others, although not enough to sully its solid performance. A rubber 
overmold on the handle would be nice for added grip, and perhaps 
a softer surface on the steel bevel-adjustment lever, too, but both 
are comfort issues, not performance problems. My only other quib-

ble is that the underside of the baseplate has a brass insert 
that protruded slightly on my saw. The insert wasn’t 

a problem when cutting framing lumber, but it 
required a quick filing before I could use the 

saw on finer surfaces.

BoTToM line The DW369 is DeWalt’s 
latest premium model and was my favor-

ite saw of the test. This tool is all about 
top performance; it has everything you 
need and nothing you don’t. The guard 

and adjustment functions worked flawlessly, 
and the markers and baseplate-to-blade spacing 

were set perfectly from the factory. With some tape 
and a fine-point marker, you can tweak the sporty 

DW369 into a practically perfect pro-level saw 
within a few minutes.

What you see here are seven saws 
that stood out from the crowd. 
To see a full assessment of each 
of the 14 saws and to weigh 
in with your own review, visit 
 FineHomebuilding.com/toolguide.

Blade VisiBiliTY   
A clear line of sight to the cutline is 
crucial. When the saw is far enough in 
front of you to block your view of the 
cutline marker or when your stance 
makes visibility difficult, a little “win-
dow” viewed through the append-
ages of the saw is all you have to see 
the cut. The best saws offer a clear 

view of the blade through 
this window, at all depths of 
cut, even with both hands 
on the tool. Poorly designed 
saws obstruct the line of sight 
with handles, guards, and/or 
spindle locks.

noT so good

good
BeVel adJusTMenTs   
Although it may not be used often 
for breaking down sheet goods or 
for cutting lumber to length, a well-
designed bevel function is a must 
for professional framers, especially 
for roof work. The best saws have a 
 bevel lever or knob that is comfort-
able to operate and locks securely. 
Top saws also include a large scale 
with detents at the most commonly 
used angles and an easily operable 
override function that lets you go 
 beyond 45° when necessary. As with 
a depth-of-cut scale, engraved or 
cast-in numbers are preferred.

good

Large, accurate scale
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TOP PERFORMANCE FEATURES continued

MaKiTa 5007Mga
Price: $175   Weight: 10.9 lb.

FeaTures This deluxe saw has rubber-covered everything for com-
fort, as well as other thoughtful touches like a dual LED headlight 
to illuminate the cutline. This feature is really handy when cutting 
 indoors, and it also provides valuable fill light outdoors when the 
blade is casting a shadow on your line. Despite the spindle lock 
blocking sightlines a bit, visibility on this saw is good. The magnesium 
baseplate on my saw was flat in both directions, and the saw was 
stable, despite a bit of flex in the baseplate.

FlaWs A few factors tarnished my otherwise stellar experience with 
this premium saw. The lower guard hung up more than on other top 
saws during some specific test cuts, and despite my natural instinct to 
fettle, I didn’t polish this or any other saw’s guards to improve their 
glide. At least Makita’s rubber-tipped guard-opening lever is easier to 
grip with just the tip of your thumb or forefinger than slicker levers 
when you have to hold the guard open. I wish the 
56° bevel scale had markings at every degree 
rather than every 5° and that the angle 
stops had a bit 
less slop.

BoTToM line 
In my top three, 
this is the Cadillac 
version of Makita’s 
popular model 
5007 line. Although 
 undeniably 
 pricey, 
this saw 
is a top 
performer and the 
leader in comfort.

HiTaCHi C7BMr 
Price: $120   Weight: 11.1 lb.

FeaTures The C7BMR isn’t Hitachi’s newest saw, but it’s still the 
company’s top-of-the-line offering, with all the brand’s premium 
features in one place. Cutline markers, guard operation, and blade 
visibility are all good, although the view of the blade is somewhat 
obstructed by the front handle. Bevel angles are set with a smooth 
cast-metal lever, and the 55° scale has cast-in numbers marked every 
5° and an offset slot for the 45° bypass. Stability on this tool was 
 excellent, showing little deflection during heavy use.

FlaWs I quickly grew weary of thumb-wrestling the inboard depth-
adjustment lever, which was tightly tucked between the rear handle 
and the blade guard. Another annoyance without a fix was the blade-
guard lever’s habit of catching on the saw’s baseplate whenever I 
tried to adjust the bevel angle past 45°. With one hand on the handle 
and the other sliding the bevel lever into the 45° bypass position, a 
third hand is needed to reach over and free the stuck lever. 
Finally, the extrarough surface of the aluminum baseplate had an 
amazing amount of friction on certain materials.

BoTToM line This is a capable, stable saw that would have ranked 
better if it had an outboard depth-adjustment lever and a better 
 design for maxing out the bevel setting.

BasePlaTe
Ideally, a saw’s baseplate is large, 
is dead flat across its length and 
width, has a long left edge for rid-
ing against a guide, and is smooth 
enough to ride over plywood 
without marring the wood veneer. 
Stamped-aluminum baseplates 
bend easily if dropped, but can be 
bent back into place for a quick fix. 
Cast-aluminum or cast-magnesium 
baseplates are stiffer and less prone 
to bending, but a good drop usually means a cracked plate with no 
chance of repair. Fiber-reinforced plastic baseplates are super tough, 
but they need to be thick enough to be stiff, because they often 
have more flex than metal alternatives.

goodnoT so good

noT so good

Small, 
truncated 
scale
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TOP PERFORMANCE FEATURES continued

PorTer-CaBle PC15TCsMK
Price: $110   Weight: 9.8 lb.

FeaTures The latest top model from Porter-Cable shares its form 
and features closely with brand mate DeWalt’s DW368, with some 
features even shared with the favored DeWalt DW369. Guard opera-
tion is smooth, and blade visibility is good, even when using both 
handles. Cutting depth and bevels are set with smooth, cast-metal 
levers. The bevel scale has engraved marks for every degree and 
spring-loaded detents at 22.5° and 45°. The cast-magnesium base-
plate on my saw was nearly flat in both directions and showed little 
flex during use. 

FlaWs The rear handle of 
this saw would be more 
comfortable without 
the curved back, but 
this tool was held 
back from  being 
a top choice 
mostly due to 
two flaws. 
First, its lack 
of a blade 
brake meant 
I had to wait on the 
tool to wind down 
 between cuts. Second, 
it has less-than-stellar 
cutline markers. I consider 
both of these features to be 
highly important.

BoTToM line Undoubtedly due to its shared heritage with our test 
winner, this is a solid second-tier saw with great features and a low, 
compact feel. Not all that looks the same is the same, though, as this 
saw was a few steps slower in the power test.

MilWauKee 6394-21
Price: $160   Weight: 11.4 lb.

FeaTures Adjustments on this saw are excellent. Blade depth is set 
with an extrawide outboard plastic lever, and bevels rely on a long 
steel lever that locks with barely any force. There are no detents on 
the bevel scale, but engraved numbers at each degree combined with 
the scale’s generous size and accurate adjustable pointer allow for 
precise settings. Cutline markers are good at both 90° and 45°, and 
blade visibility is great. This isn’t the lightest saw, but stability is top-
notch, thanks to a baseplate-mounted front handle. The rear handle 
can be rotated into eight positions, allowing you the option of lower-
ing your grip into a pushing position for shallow cuts.

FlaWs Roof cutters may find the 50° maximum bevel too limiting, 
and I don’t blame them. Also, despite the functionality of the adjust-
able rear grip, I find its rectangular design to be too flat and blocky, 
and the square edges of the trigger aren’t much better.

BoTToM line The fastest-cutting saw in the power test, the Mil-
waukee combines top power with fine precision and superb control, 
and is one of my top three tools. I would like to see the extralarge 
bevel scale put to better use, though; its limit of 50° is disappointing. 
The adjustable rear handle is a nice feature and worth a closer look.

saW-To-BasePlaTe 
 ConneCTion   
Each saw’s motor/handle assembly 
connects to the baseplate at a  pivot 
point, which allows the depth of 
cut and bevel angle to be changed. 
Models with this saw-to-baseplate 
connection in line with the rear 
handle and that have a front handle 
that is both low and inline are the 
most stable options. Saws with a 
cantilevered connection in line with 
the blade guard and that have a 
front handle far out on the motor 
housing are more prone to flexing 
when pushed through a cut, which 
leads to unintentional bevels.

SEVEN SAWS WORTH CONSIDERING continued

guard reTraCTion   
No sawing experience is more frustrating than having the lower guard 
hang up and stop your progress midcut. Sometimes you can force it 
through or reach over the saw with your other hand to lift the guard 
lever manually, but those methods are dangerous and slow. Saws with 
a large lobe above the leading edge of the guard are among the best. 
Those with rough or sharp leading edges tend to get stuck when cutting 
at angles and on irregular wooden surfaces.

good

noT so goodgood

Baseplate connection 
in line with handles
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TOP PERFORMANCE FEATURES continued

sKil Hd5687M-01
Price: $80 
Weight: 9.4 lb.

FeaTures After 
years of offering only 
consumer-oriented 
71⁄4-in. sidewind-
ers, Skil is aiming 
the 5687 to pros. 
Blade-guard opera-
tion is good at 
all angles, and 
cutline markers 
are passable at 
both 90° and 45°. 
Engraved numbers 
mark every 5° on the 
51° bevel scale, and the 
45° bypass is a simple offset 
slot. Despite a body-to-baseplate 
connection in line with the blade guard, 
this saw was stable. The offset distances from 
the edges of the baseplate to the blade are convenient 
measurements of 5 in. and 11⁄2 in., respectively.

FlaWs This tool’s flaws are mostly issues of comfort. The handles 
and trigger are uncomfortable, and the short adjustment levers have 
harsh edges and lack leverage for their overly stiff action. Like other 
inboard depth levers, the one on this saw is difficult to reach and set, 
especially because it’s so short. Despite being too short to operate 
easily, though, it protrudes enough to scrape against your fingers 
when reaching into the relatively small handle.

BoTToM line This is the little saw that could—and it’s a great 
bargain. Although it’s modest in size, has bare-bones features, and is 
rough around the edges, it’s an overall fantastic performer.

      ridgid r32021
Price: $100 
Weight: 10.2 lb.

FeaTures Ridgid’s 
latest iteration of its 
full-size sidewinder saw 
boasts some midgenera-

tion improvements—hence 
the new, longer model 
number. The depth-
adjustment arm on this 
saw has a nice, stiff rolled 

edge and ratcheting plastic 
outboard lever. Bevel angles up to 56° are set with a similar  lever, 
engraved numbers mark every degree, and beveling beyond 45° is 
done with the push of a button. The cast-magnesium baseplate is nearly 
flat in both directions, and it has a convenient 11⁄2-in. offset distance 
from the right edge of the baseplate to the blade. The rear handle and 
trigger are both comfortable, and the sawdust blower chute works well.

FlaWs The cutline markers at 90° were excellent, but when making 
bevel cuts at 45°, cutline accuracy plummeted. The Ridgid could have 
been made more stable by locating its connection point between the 
body and baseplate in line with the handle instead of with the guard. 
Had it been done this way, the load of the user pushing down would 
have transferred directly to the baseplate rather than twisting the body 
of the saw and therefore the blade. I don’t have an oddball-size T-8 
Torx driver needed to set the maladjusted bevel stop, so I repeatedly 
had to reset the saw’s bevel angle to 90° with a square. Providing this 
Torx driver with the saw would have been greatly appreciated. 

BoTToM line This high-performance saw posted the third-fastest 
times in the power test. More than strong enough, it also has overall 
high marks in the features department. It is held back from being a  top 
competitor only by its lack of a blade brake. If your budget tops out at 
around $100, this is the saw to buy.

dePTH adJusTMenTs
Changing the depth of cut should 
be easy and shouldn’t require more 
than two hands. Besides being just 
plain easier to reach, outboard 
 levers let you keep your trigger hand 
on the handle where it belongs while 
you finesse the exact blade depth 
and lock it in place. Inboard levers, 
which are tucked between the han-
dle and the blade guard, are more 
difficult to operate. Rubber-covered 
or thick, rounded levers are the nic-
est to grasp, and the depth scale 
should be clearly marked and easy 
to read;  engraved or cast-in numbers 
are more permanent than stickers.

noT so good good noT so good

Outboard 
lever

Depth 
scale

Baseplate 
connection 
in line with 
blade guard

No 
depth 
scale

Inboard 
lever
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